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The 2016-17 Peewee A Team is off to an impressive 5-1-1 start.
Much of that success can be attributed to the 7th grader between
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‘compete level’ can’t be coached. It comes naturally and that trait
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will take him far in life, on and off the ice.” Michael has been
persistent in his approach to the game. His extra work at skills and
3 x 3 through the years has paid its dividends. SeaHawks Nation
caught up with Michael after a hard-fought practice at The Bog.
He’s kind enough to share a bit about himself.

SN: What school do you attend?
MF: Boston College High School
SN: Favorite hockey rink?
MF: I like the Canton Ice House
SN: Favorite hockey tourney spot?
MF: Lake Placid, and we’re going back!
SN: NHL player?
MF: Pekka Rinne
SN: Favorite movie?
MF: Miracle
SN: Favorite TV show?
MF: The Goldbergs
SN: Favorite pizza joint?
MF: Maria’s in Scituate Harbor
SN: Why the SeaHawks?
MF: The coaches are great and I love
playing hockey with my friends

SeaHawks Goalie
Michael Fleming

Mark
Seghezzi
Mark Seghezzi is a familiar face around the South Shore
hockey rinks. The Quincy native, and product of BC High
and UMass Amherst, currently coaches the Bantam A team.
He is also a 4-year member of the SeaHawks Board of
Directors, where he acts as the webmaster. Mark has
proven to be an effective level director at each of his stops,
including but not limited to the “Skills competition” he
orchestrated at Bavis Rink. Mark’s sense of community
doesn’t end with hockey; he’s also an avid Scituate Little
League Dad and fan. Mark serves the South Shore with
distinction.

SN: How many kids in the program and
what team are you coaching this year?
MS: I have one son playing SeaHawks,
Will, and I’m coaching his Bantam As.
SN: How are the Bantam As playing?
MS: We’ve got a really good skill set on
this team. But we’re undersized. So, it’s
been an unexpected blessing because
the kids are learning, by necessity, to play
“smart” hockey and not simply rely on
natural skill sets. I expect a competitive
season!
SN: (Insert laugh for veteran parents)
Does the checking get “better” during the
second year of bantams?
MS: (Insert laugh) The way I put it is this:
the kids are now more comfortable with
the checking aspect of the game. The
actual point of checking is to separate a
player from the puck, not to “blow him
up.” At the second year, most players
understand the difference.
SN: What’s your playing background?
MS: I played QYH Mites thru Midgets
then intramurals at UMass.

SN: How has youth hockey changed?
MS: The amount of offerings jumps out at
me. Years ago, you played town hockey,
and if you were REALLY good you’d be
invited to play Select. Now this incredible
pot of club teams, skills sessions,
tourneys, etc.. has created a difficult
maze for some families to navigate.
SN: About you… All time NHL’er?
MS: Gonna show my age: Bobby Orr
SN: Best non-hockey sport?
MS: Baseball
SN: Favorite movie?
MS: “Shawshank” and “Gladiator”
SN: Favorite book?
MS: “Crossing the Line,” a book about
Derek Sanderson
SN: Favorite pizza joint?
MS: The Sauit—‘cause the kids agree!
SN: Why the SeaHawks?
MS: The SeaHawks improve the product
yearly. We are active in the community,
but at our core we are hockey. We add
what we need, subtract what doesn’t
work, but ALWAYS seek to get better.

Ask the President !!!

Ed Smith is our longtime SeaHawks president
that will answer questions in this new segment
of the SeaHawks newsletter!
SN: Thanks for agreeing to partake in this segment. Please share your hockey background.

ES: I played Milton Youth Hockey Mites thru Midgets. I attended Boston College High
School but did not make the hockey team. I wasn’t discouraged. I went on to play C.Y.O.
for St. Mary of the Hills. After I aged out of C.Y.O. I made a big decision: coaching. My first
hockey coaching job came at age 19. This helped set the table for future hockey
endeavors.

SN: You’ve been involved with the SeaHawks for 11 consecutive years. You’ve joked that
your first involvement came by accident when a LTS parent didn’t show up and you stepped
up. The rest, of course, is history. How has the program evolved over that decade?

ES: The biggest change of the last 10 years, without question, is the mentality of the
program. When I first joined the Board of Directors, we were hyper-focused on what the
“Club teams” were doing. It became an “Us vs. Them” mentality that bred the familiar
trademark: “This is town hockey!” We viewed this as something good; the SeaHawks began
building a culture that centered on community, friendship, and strong competition. We rightly
stopped our inferior complex to club programs improved our on-ice offerings. This
philosophy shift has worked. We now have over 500 kids in our program—including some
current bantams and midgets that will be playing for their high schools next month.

Fun Hockey Facts:
• The first hockey puck used for outdoor ice hockey was made of frozen cow dung!
• The Bruins joined the NHL in 1924
• Bobby Hull holds the record (wooden stick) for fastest shot: 118 mph!
• Chicago Blackhawks legend Stan Mikita played with the first curved hockey stick in the
1960s!
• The Bruins won their first Stanley Cup in 1929, besting the Rangers (Go Eddie Shore)
• The Stanley Cup was once lost on the side of the road—and also lost on a plane flight!
• Darryl Sittler holds the record for most points in a 1976 game—against the Bruins!
• In 1958, The Bruins Willie ORee was the first black player in NHL history!
• Jacques Plante was the first goalie to wear a mask, in 1959!
• In 1966, playing in the Original 6, Bobby Orr made his Boston Bruins debut!
• Manon Rheaume, goalie for Tampa Bay Lightning, was the first woman to play in the
NHL!
• Bobby Orr received the NHL’s first million dollar contract in 1970. It was a five year deal
for $200,000 per season!
• In 1969, Bruins centerman Phil Esposito became the NHL’s first 100 point player!
• Frank Zamboni invented that funny vehicle that cleans the ice in 1949!
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